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reallocate the tuition tax credit to student grants
Eliminate the tuition tax credit and reallocate the estimated $1.8 billion to
upfront grants to be administered through the Canada Student Grant Program.

fast-tracking international students into the canadian
workforce
The government should change the eligibility guidelines under the Canadian
Experience Class (CEC) Express Entry program to allow international students
to count full-time, work-integrated learning, and entrepreneurship experience
as eligible work experience.There must also be investment into awareness
and retention campaigns.
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support indigenous students

4

expand canadian undergraduate research

Increase funding for the Post-Secondary Student Support Program,
create a long-term strategy with Indigenous students and organizations
on how the program should be administered, and increase funding for
Indigenous language offerings and Indigenous Studies programs.

Expand Undergraduate Student Research Awards (USRA) program funding to
extend research opportunities to 3,800 students in social sciences, humanities,
and health research under the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council (SSHRC) and Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR).
Funding for each award should also be increased to a living wage.

REALLOCATE THE TUITION TAX CREDIT TO STUDENT GRANTS.
REcommendation:
Eliminate the tuition tax credit and reallocate the estimated $1.8 billion to upfront
grants to be administered through the Canada Student Grant Program.
Students who benefit from student financial aid rely on support from upfront grants, whether
it is to get their foot in the door or continue year to year to progress through their degree. In
2015, Statistics Canada reported that 39% of graduates
had large debt in excess of $25,000 to repay, and only
52% of students had paid off their debt within three years
of graduation.1,2 Given this need and the debt that students
face upon graduation, making these resources as accessible
as possible should be a priority. However, there are two
39% of GRADUATES
financial aid mechanics still in place that hinder tax benefits
had
from equalizing access within Canada: the lack of tax benefits
debt in excess of
being available up-front, and the regressive effects of the tax
$25,000 in 2015
benefit program.
Though tax credits are a traditional form of financial aid
for students, they are a regressive form of support as they
have been widely criticized by the Parliamentary Budget
Officer for the following reasons: the number of tax credits
claimed is steadily decreasing, resulting in inefficiencies in getting financial support to those who
need it. Since the 1960s, federal post-secondary education tax credits have been a consistent
expenditure for the government of Canada. In 2020,$1.8 billion is budgeted to be spent on
tuition tax credits.3 In 2013-2014 the unused stock of tax credits exceeded $27 billion.4 When
examining who actually takes advantage of this system, higher-income families are increasingly
benefitting from tuition tax credits while low-income families
continue to struggle, with 79% of top-quintile earners, and
only 47% of bottom quintile earners accessing post-secondary
as of 2014.5 The Parliamentary Budget Office indicates
that higher-income families received the majority of the
approximate $1.5 billion spent on tuition tax credits in 2014.

$27 billion

in unused tax credits
AS OF 2013-14

Since low-income students often make below the $10,000 threshold in order to claim the tuition
tax credit, these students are forced to carry forward the tax credit until after graduation. These
students receive only one-third of tax credit expenditures. They cannot utilize them when they
need it the most to help pay for their studies, which can lead to them choosing to drop out for
financial reasons or impact the quality of their education.
In addition to the Liberal Government’s election commitment to increasing the Canada Student
Grants by $1200, the Government of Canada should eliminate the tuition tax credits and relocate
the estimated $1.85 billion to upfront grants to be administered through the Canada Student
Grant Program. This system already has the infrastructure to provide the support that students
need while tax credits are no longer an effective tool to financially support low-income students
who should get disbursed funding when they need it the most; at the beginning of the school
year when costs are highest.
Upfront grants will reduce the sticker cost of education, thus lowering debt levels and better
reallocate the government’s current allocation of funding. It is additionally important that these
grants address debt aversion, specifically related to first-generation students who often are
unaware of major costs of post-secondary. The majority of these students are dissuaded from
participating from post-secondary because of the high cost of debt that is taken on, especially
at the start of their degree.6 Scholars find that since first-generation students rely more readily
on student loans, they are more likely to believe that post-secondary education can only be
attained through incurring debt. First-generation students benefit immensely from upfront grants,
as barriers to access are lowered and their perceptions of debt are not a detriment to their
participation in post-secondary.
The adoption of this recommendation would help to provide aid to students who need it most. By
reallocating the tax credit system to upfront grants, emphasizing financial aid based on need and
is implemented proportionately by maximum income thresholds, rather than income brackets.
This proposed system will also allow students who do not currently have the income to qualify
for tax credits to benefit directly from this new system.
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FAST TRACKING INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS INTO THE CANADIAN
WORKFORCE.
INTRODUCTION
Despite their intentions to stay in Canada, international student retention remains relatively low
in areas across Canada, and there is significant untapped potential for helping international
students to remain in Canada to help us address looming labor market shortages. However,
international students face a variety of barriers upon applying for permanent residency. One
of the most often cited reasons is that immigration pathways are confusing, or barriers are in
place that limit what students can utilize to apply for immigration such as limitations on workexperience while a full-time student, or not counting entrepreneurship.

Eligibility of Work Experience for Express Entry Program

RECOMMENDATION
The government should change the eligibility guidelines under the Canadian
Experience Class (CEC) Express Entry program to allow international students to
count full-time, work-integrated learning, and entrepreneurship experience as eligible
work experience. There must also be investment into awareness and retention
campaigns.
Canadian research-intensive universities disproportionately attract
international students for a variety of different reasons, one of which
includes Canadian institutions’ prioritization of providing experiential
and work-integrated learning opportunities.1 In fact, more than half
of today’s undergraduate students have a form of work-integrated
learning experience, which includes co-ops, internships, and
research placements.2 These are high quality work opportunities;
86% of students who participate in work-integrated learning
opportunities throughout their programs reported that they feel
better prepared for the workforce because of their industry-specific
knowledge and experience.3 Similarly, over one third of employers

86% of students
with work-integrated
learning experiences feel
better prepared for the
workforce

stated they create work-integrated learning opportunities to help recruit potential employees and
build important skills.4 One example of this strategy includes PepsiCo, which recruits and trains
students for work-integrated learning programs to help develop sales competencies that students
may not learn in the classroom.5 Many work-integrated learning opportunities also are verified for
quality by the post-secondary institution, or by an alternative accreditation process. For instance,
Co-operative Education and Work Integrated Learning (CEWIL) offers an accreditation process
for co-op opportunities.6
To help the government of Canada fulfil its immigration targets, specifically for economic
class immigrants, the government should change the eligibility guidelines under the Canadian
Experience Class Express Entry Program to allow international students to count full-time, workintegrated learning experience as eligible work experience. In a world where other countries
are also recruiting international students and hoping to retain them through competitive work
permits, it is important that Canada take steps to simplify the application process for international
students. For instance, the UK recently decided to reinstate a 2 year post-study work permit
following Australia’s new program offering 2-4 year post-study work permits.7 The UK decision
has already affected a portion of international students choosing to go to Australia.8 Students
completing a co-op undergraduate program often accumulate up to 2 years of diverse work
experience pre-graduation.9 By changing this eligibility guidelines, Canada could increase its
ability to retain international students, help set students up for success with Canadian employers,
and recognize work-integrated learning for what is - high quality and meaningful work.
Upon graduation, international students show a strong desire to stay and work in Canada. In
fact, in 2018, 60% of international students planned to apply for permanent residency, but only
22,897 international students were granted permanent residency.10 That same year, Canada’s
international student population skyrocketed - a record of over 721,000 international students
were studying in Canada.11 However, employers sometimes avoid hiring highly skilled, postsecondary educated, international students because of unpredictability around their long-term
immigration status, and the optics of hiring an international student or foreign worker over a
Canadian grad/worker through the Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA).12 Although the
Canadian government announced it would award international students up to 30 additional
points for a Canadian post-secondary degree or diploma, the changes do not significantly clear
the path towards Permanent Residence (PR) for international students, as applicants require 600
points to be successful. These changes also did not alter the qualifications under the Canadian
Experience Class (CEC) Express Entry program -- which international students use to apply
for PR.13 Removing this as an eligibility criteria would improve international students’ chance at
gaining PR status and increase Canada’s international student post-graduation retention rate —
which is at about 32 per cent for those with a Bachelor’s degree.

Education and Awareness of Pathways to Permanent Residency

RECOMMENDATION:
The Federal government should invest in an awareness and retention program to help
international students become competitive permanent residency applicants and help
them transition to Canada.

There are many programs in different provinces across Canada that help international students
stay and contribute to the local economies. However, many international students are not aware
of the variety of different avenues through which they can gain permanent residency. One best
practice that the Government of Canada can utilize to attract more international students to
Canada is to expand the “Study and Stay” model present in Atlantic Canada. This helped Nova
Scotia increase their international student retention from 5 percent in 2014 to 9.4 percent in
2018. The Study and Stay model includes support with cultural and social transition, career
and labour market support, mentorship and access to immigration resources and support,
and in Newfoundland, entrepreneurship support. Importantly, it outlines different pathways
to permanent residency. This should be expanded across Canada and outline the variety of
different pathways, such as the Atlantic Immigration Pilot, the Rural and Northern Immigration
Pilot and the Start-Up Visa.
Entrepreneurial pathways are another important avenue for international students, and exist
at both the provincial and federal levels. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Manitoba are all in
various stages of implementing entrepreneurship-focused programs and pathways. Meanwhile,
the federal Start-Up Visa encourages potential immigrants to start up new businesses to
achieve permanent residency. Although the program is not specifically designed for international
students, there is a significant focus on youth entrepreneurship. International students – 721,000
of whom studied in Canada in 2018, contributing some $21.6 billion to Canada’s GDP – arguably
represent an underutilized source of entrepreneurial potential at present, especially given
how the federal program helps link entrepreneurs with private sector organizations that have
experience in building new businesses.
Such programs harness the ambitions and business ideas of international students to help
spur the creation of local, Canadian-grown businesses that have the potential to compete at
a global level. Indeed, according to an analysis by the Brookfield Institute for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, based out of Ryerson University, entrepreneurship may become the dominant
career path for individuals in a future economy that is no longer based on holding a single job
or two over the course of several decades.14 The same analysis notes that an increase in talent
immigration could be key to creating new Canadian-made innovations, products, services
and employment opportunities. Newcomers, according to some measures, are relatively
successful in terms of starting a new business or being self-employed compared to Canadianborn entrepreneurs, and frequently do so by creating companies that engage in international
trade with newcomers’ countries and/or regions of origin.15 Newcomer-owned businesses have
also been shown to create more jobs than Canadian-owned businesses.16 In order for Canada
to maximize the benefit from this job creation and labour pool, we need to make sure that
international students are aware of these opportunities and are supported in
pursuing them as their route to permanent residency.
The Canadian government could utilize funding from the Targeted Digital Marketing Strategy
to expand this model to both recruit students from new countries and to incorporate tools
and channels to help them stay in Canada. This can help students make informed decisions
about how the variety of permanent residency pathways fit their needs. This can also help to
incentivize more international students to select universities or programs that may fit the needs
of rural and Northern regions in Canada, for example, in order to expand their opportunities to
apply for permanent residency after graduating.

As of 2019, a time when advances in health care and living standards mean people are living
longer than ever, seniors – those aged 65+ years-old – account for 17% of the population, while
children – those 14 years-old and under – make up 16% of the population.17 By 2030 seniors will
comprise nearly a quarter of the population (23%) and 9.2 million baby boomers will be eligible
for retirement. Between now and 2040, the rate of replacement within the labour force – the
number of people graduating school and entering the workforce in contrast to those retiring – will
fall short by 1.4 million workers.18 Encouraging international students to remain in Canada after
graduation will remain a key priority in Canada for years to come in order to counter an aging
population and promote innovation and job creation within our rapidly changing economy. It will
be critical to ensure that the significant population of international students in Canada are aware
of the myriad of opportunities that exist, and have the support they need through those pathways
to ensure their success in becoming permanent residents.
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SUPPORT INDIGENOUS STUDENTS.
INTRODUCTION
In Budget 2019, the Government made a laudable attempt at addressing the post-secondary
attainment gap affecting Indigenous students with a $327.5 Million increase in funding for the
Post-Secondary Student Support Program (PSSSP), in addition to separate funding allotted
for Metis students at $362 million over ten years plus $40 million per year ongoing, and for
Inuit students at $125.5 million over ten years plus $21.8 million per year ongoing.1 While
UCRU recognizes this as a positive step, it is clear this will not be adequate to fully close
the attainment gap at this time. It is also clear that the barriers to education for Indigenous
students extend beyond financial matters. The Government must engage in active
consultation with Indigenous communities and students and work towards the adoption of all
calls to action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) which pertain to education,
including Indigenous language offerings and improved resources for Indigenous studies
programs.

Financial Support for Indigenous Students

RECOMMENDATION:
Increase funding for the Post-Secondary Student Support Program, create
a long-term strategy with Indigenous students and organizations on how
the program should be administered, and increase funding for Indigenous
language offerings and Indigenous Studies
programs.
Despite movement toward assessing the attainment
gap in Canadian post-secondary education, Indigenous
students persistently remain disproportionately
disadvantaged in regards to the University sector. Only
9.8% of the Indigenous population held a university
degree in contrast with 26.5% of the non-Indigenous
population.2 Indigenous peoples are one of the fastest-

7 in 10 FIRST NATIONS YOUTH
aspire to complete a post-secondary degree

growing and youngest demographic groups in Canada, with a population growth of 20%
between 2006 and 2011. Furthermore, with approximately 7 in 10 First Nations youth aspiring to
complete a post-secondary degree, funding levels must increase beyond what has been slated
to match the increase in demand that is forecasted.3
As of 2015, another 78,000 First Nations post-secondary graduates were required in order to
close this gap and align attainment with the non-Indigenous population.4 The AFN estimated
in 2019 that a total of $1.7 billion would be necessary to make up this gap in educational
attainment between Indigenous people and nonIndigenous people.5 The forecasted funding amount
required grew by approximately $90 million per year from
the $724 million last estimated in 2008.6 The pledged
increase of $65.5 million over each of the next five years
is thus unlikely to even maintain the current attainment
gap, and is not nearly enough to close it.

78,000

# of STUDENTS NEEDED TO
CLOSE THE ATTAINMENT GAP

That being said, it is crucial that the Government invest in more ways than funding with regards
to the PSSSP program, as cost is far from the only barrier contributing to the attainment gap.
Indigenous students must be consulted to discern what changes can be made to the PSSSP
model to determine what works best. These students are the end beneficiaries of this program,
and in order to administer these funds effectively and equitably, qualitative and quantitative
data should be gathered in order to maximize the impact of this funding. As the First-Nations
Post-Secondary Policy Proposal was approved by the Federal cabinet in mid-2019, it confirmed
support for the First Nations-led Treaty-based process in order to develop models that support
First Nations post-secondary education.
Indigenous students require bold initiative from all stakeholders to determine policy-based
solutions that are a result of meaningful consultation with Indigenous students at the centre.
Despite a clear intent to improve, Canada is still failing to utilize education as a tool for
reconciliation, further hindering individual attainment and falling well short of educational
equity. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s findings on education “call upon the federal
government to provide adequate funding to end the backlog of First Nations students seeking a
post-secondary education”.7

RECOMMENDATION:
Ensure funding is equally accessible to students both on and off reserve and publish
an annual report on progress in this area. (In accordance with Calls to Action eight
and nine of the TRC)
The factors contributing to the attainment gap of post-secondary education for Indigenous
students are multiple and go far beyond direct financial support upon entry to post-secondary
programs. Calls to Action eight and nine of the TRC state that the federal government has
a responsibility to eliminate the federal funding gap between Indigneous students on and
off reserve and publish annual reports to this affect including reporting of attainment gaps in
employment and education between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people.

As of the auditor general’s report in 2016, high school completion rates on reserves in Canada
were at just 24%,8 compared with a rate of 79% in Canada as a whole.9 It is unlikely that the
post-secondary attainment gap will close even with adequate funding unless the systemic
elements of the problem are also addressed. To this end, the Government has committed
$2.6 billion over the next five years to match provincial base funding for education, as well
as modifying its funding approach in April of 2019 that includes targeted per-student funding
available for language and culture programs.10
These are positive steps in the right direction. However, the last report regarding on reserve
education funding and outcomes was in the 2016-17 academic year, pre-dating many of
these progressive reforms.11 In accordance with call to action nine of the TRC, we ask that the
government prepare a report on the current state of funding for on reserve education as it relates
to off reserve funding, and measure how these reforms have affected attainment outcomes,
including completion rates for secondary education and application and attainment rates for
post-secondary education. As well, any reports on this subject must involve active consultation
with affected Indigenous communities and include a consideration of how accessible and
equitable the distributed funds are to members of these communities from their perspective.

Indigenous Languages and Ways of Knowing

RECOMMENDATION:
Commit to fostering programs that include Indigenous Language revitalization
projects; call for more Indigenous language offerings in post-secondary institutions
(In accordance with Call to Action sixteen of the TRC)
With the introduction of Bill C-91, ‘An Act Respecting Indigenous Languages,’ the Government
has shown an intent to enact TRC call to action 14, which demands an Aboriginal Language
Act. Additionally, TRC call to action 16 calls on Canadian post-secondary institutions to “create
university and college degree and diploma programs in Aboriginal Languages”.12
The Government of Canada should be promoting Indigenous language learning by establishing
grants and funding structures to Indigenous language keepers who may not necessarily have
the ability to go and share their knowledge. Currently, Indigenous language courses are offered
at the University of Victoria, University of British Columbia, University of Saskatoon, University
of Manitoba, University of Toronto, and many others. The reality is that there are 70 Indigenous
languages as part of 12 different language groups spoken across Canada.13
Additionally, many Indigenous language keepers do not have postsecondary education
requirements to lecture at universities and colleges. The Government of Canada should work
towards removing barriers to Indigenous knowledge keepers to participate in post-secondary

learning and teaching. This is essential in providing a decolonized academy for students to
participate in, as well as providing more accessible pathway for students and scholars to
participate in these programs.
Call to Action 65 of the TRC calls on the Government of Canada “to establish a national
research program with multi-year funding to advance understanding of reconciliation” through
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC).14 Currently, only three grants
are available with regard to Indigenous Peoples.15
Beyond funding concerns, Indigenous scholars have cited that the orientation of governmentbacked research opportunities is disconnected from the needs of Indigenous acadmeics.
Stated University of Saskatchewan professor Karla Williamson, “Processes in academia have
repeatedly shown themselves to be well-oriented towards colonization and can easily bulldoze
the unique contributions and knowledge brought by Indigenous scholars.”16 We call on the
government to work with SSHRC to increase the availability of these grants and commit to
outreach at institutions and within Indigneous communities to advertise these opportunities to
prospective applicants. As well, we call on the Government and its associated research councils
to engage in active consultation with Indigenous scholars to better incorporate Indigneous ways
of knowing into research opportunities available to them.

RECOMMENDATION:
Focus on developing more opportunities for Indigenous knowledge practices to make
their way into classrooms by providing funding and resources to postsecondary
institutions to establish and improve Indigenous Studies Departments (In accordance
with Call to Action sixty-two of the TRC)
While some schools such as the University of Toronto, Trent University, and University of
Manitoba have well-established Indigenous Studies departments, there is certainly a gap in
the amount of sophistication in some programs.Take the Maritime provinces for example,
where Dalhousie University - the largest in the region - offers only an Indigenous Studies minor
program, whereas the University of New Brunswick operates the Mi’kmaq Wolastoqey Centre,
offering the Wabanaki Bachelor of Education that focuses on offering Wabanaki worldviews as
part of elementary education.
Programs like this one are vital, and the obligation to fund them cannot be placed only upon
institutions. As is stated in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP), “States shall, in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in
order for Indigenous individuals to have access, when possible, to an education in their own
culture and provided in their own language.”17 In addition, Call to Action 62(ii) of the TRC calls
on the Government of Canada to “provide the necessary funding to post-secondary institutions
to educate teachers on how to integrate Indigenous knowledge and teaching methods into
classrooms.”18

To ensure that the government meets its obligations under the TRC and UNDRIP, federal
funding should be made available to institutions to establish and improve Indigenous studies
departments. This funding will go towards the hiring of more Indigenous professors and
instructors, providing adequate resources for students to succeed, and the financial support
required to continue with and promote course offerings in Indigneous studies and Indigenous
languages where it can be difficult to fill institutionally-required seat count minimums within the
first year.19
In conclusion, we call on the Government to reaffirm its commitment to Call to Action 65 and
develop a funding model for post secondary institutions that will allow for further development of
Indigenous presence within universities and colleges.
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EXPAND CANADIAN UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH.
REcommendation:
Expand Undergraduate Student Research Awards (USRA) program funding to extend
research opportunities to 3,800 students in social sciences, humanities, and health
research under the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and
Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR). Funding for each award should also
be increased to a living wage.
The USRA program, currently operated by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council (NSERC), encourages undergraduate students from select disciplines to participate in
four-month research opportunities under the guidance of senior researchers. The program, using
federal funds, covers 80% of the cost of the research opportunity with the balance covered by
the participating university or private sector partner. The USRA program is rooted in the value
of government investment in research and development, which is indispensable in bolstering
economies at the local, provincial and national levels.
As noted by the Council of Canadian Academies (CCA)- a non-partisan body that convenes
multidisciplinary panels of experts to advise on complex decision-making in Canada- in the 21st
century national prosperity, competitiveness and well-being will be inextricably linked to the
cultivation of research talent that drives development and innovation.1
However, in its assessment of the current state of research and development in Canada, the
CCA also warns that the current trend of declining levels of public and private research in
Canada threatens to undermine Canada’s international standing as a top performer in research
output, which itself is a legacy of past investment.
Increasing USRA funding would signal commitment to maintaining Canada’s research
reputation, while also underpinning innovation and private sector growth - as shown through the
creation of research superclusters.2 For its part, Industry Canada has shown their commitment to
this through plans to increase private sector research and development funding to $30 billion by
2025.3 At the same time, an enhanced USRA program would act as a catalyst to maximize the
return on Industry Canada’s investment through cultivating research talent and ideas beginning
at the undergraduate level, which can then be channeled into use in the private sector through
partnerships with industry.

From a labour market perspective, educated workers with critical thinking and problem-solving
skills are among those most sought after in both the public and private sectors.4 Undergraduate
research provides students with the opportunity to develop these capacities, as well as hone
their time management and decision-making skills. The Royal Bank of Canada has noted that
the latter two abilities will be key in filling 90% of job openings in the next three years.5
Furthermore, by increasing investment in the USRAs - while broadening the program’s scope
to include social sciences, humanities and health research - the federal government will be
enabling a new generation of researchers to examine ways in which to address the social and
economic challenges that come from both Canada’s increasingly ageing population and the
acceleration of urban-rural disparities, as well as the changing nature of work in the upcoming
era of automation.
Currently, the USRA program is only made available to students through NSERC grants.6
Projects focusing on health sciences, social sciences or the humanities are not eligible,
excluding a large proportion of students.
With a future that requires an increased focus on workers having transferable skills and
governments needing insight into the challenges the public faces due to an aging population and
technological disruption, it is important that students from these key disciplines have access to
opportunities to enrich their skills and contribute to Canada’s future prosperity and wellbeing.

RECOMMENDATION:
Increase federal USRA recipient funding to $6,720 per person, which - when matched
by proportionate funding by participating universities or private sector partners would be the equivalent of a $15 per hour livable wage.

An NSERC report on the USRA program in 2012 highlighted that the federal contribution
of $4,500 per participant, combined with the mandatory 25% university support, led to
compensation equivalent to $9.38 dollars per hour for a 35-hour work week over the duration of
a 16-week research experience.
The 2012 program review recommended that the $4,500 amount be increased, but this has not
happened in the last eight years.7
However, our recommendation would see the federal government commit to funding levels of
$6,720 per participant. With a proportional increase in the 20% funding component that comes
from the participating university or private sector partner, this would reflect a wage of $15.00 per
hour - equivalent to the minimum wage of Alberta, and what many experts cite as the threshold
for a livable income - and would result in more students accepting the awards.8

Costing: $35.3 million per year to increase the USRA funding to increase participant’s
level of compensation to $15 per hour, and create 3,800 new spots under SSHRC and
CIHR.
Cost breakdown: Increasing federal funding of current USRA recipients to $6,700.

Number of Participants

Increase Per Participant

Total Increase

3,800

$4,500 + $2,220 = $6,720

$8.5 million

Cost breakdown: Creating 3,800 new USRA spots for students within the social sciences,
humanities and health research.

Number of Participants

Increase Per Participant

Total Increase

3,800

$6,720

$25.5 million

Administration - *estimate
based on replicating 5%
overhead cost of current
USRA program

–

$1.3 million
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